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ABSTRACT : Beauty physics to be performed in the next decade at the

resonances Y{4S) and Z° are compared. Large similarities are found in the

physics program and the reconstruction techniques of Z0 and asymmetric

Y(4S) colliders. The physics potential of the latter is found to be superior at

equal luminosity to a symmetric machine, provided a large enough boost

(>.5). Z0 machines will probably be the main source of the rich B§ physics

during that period.



INTRODUCTION

There are two obvious places to study B physics at e+ e~ colliders : the Y(4S) reso-

nance, where a pair of neutral or charged B mesons are produced at rest in the Y(4S) rest

frame, and the Z0 resonance, where are produced pairs cf back-to-back jets containing B par-

ticles. Both settings offer a large beauty cross-section, a large signal to noise ratio (around

25 %). Other important advantages or limitations are different for the 2 situations and are

summarized in section 1.

These differences between the two approaches will then be discussed in the framework

of 4 important topics for B physics, namely :

(i) lifetime measurements

(ii) b -> u transitions

(iii) BJH physics
(iv) CP violation.

These topics are clearly ordered with increasing difficulty but also with increasing

interest.

Another important difference to keep in mind while comparing B physics at the Y(4S)

and at the Z0 is that a large experience has been gained during the past ten years on Y(4S)

physics, resulting in many clever reconstruction techniques, while Z0 physics has not even

started. We will therefore concentrate on the intrinsic capabilities of the 2 methods and we will

not try to rely too heavily on a "realistic" simulation of B physics at LEP.

I - GENERAL COMPARISON OF Y ( 4 S ) AND Z° PHYSICS

The main features are summarized in table 1.

From lines (a) or (b), one can see that the BB samples available from both sources

should be very comparable in the absence of unexpected breakthrough in machine luminosity

for the next decade. This will only be true for B§ and B* particles and ZP machines will be the

dominant source of B§ and Ab particles.

The existence of kinematic constraints on the Y(4S) leads to very good mass resolutions,

clearly desirable for exclusive studies, while on the TP, exclusive studies will have to be limited

to background free channels, such as semileptonic decays or channels involving a J/y.

The main drawback of a symmetric Y(4S) machine is the negligible mean flight path of

the B particles, which makes impossible any time dependent study. This can be overcome by

the advent of asymmetric Y(4S) machines! 1I. in the other hand, the large flight path of B

particles at Z0 machines will serve, not only to measure B properties but also get almost pure

samples of B events on an event-by-event basis.



II - LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS

While the average lifetime of beauty particles is now known with a 10 % accuracy from

measurements in e+ e~ continum around 30 GeVl2I, very little is known of individual lifetime of

the various beauty particles : BJJ, B + , B^ , Ab . In the framework of the spectator model, all

these lifetimes should be the same. It is therefore interesting to try to measure possible

departures from such a situation.

On a symmetric Y(4S) machine, indirect information can be gathered by measuring the

ratio ofB+ and B0 semileptonic ratios. With the reasonable assumption that semileptonic widths

are equal, this ratio is equal to the lifetime ratio XB+ / XB§ . Argus and Cleo preliminary results

show that B0 and B+ lifetime are equal within 20 %$\ A more precise and direct measurement

will certainly be the first output of an Y(4S) asymmetric machine where well known techniques

can be used to reconstruct exclusively B0 and B+ mesons. In addition, thanks to the detailed

vertex information which will lead to a better background rejection, more inclusive methods can

be used. As en exemple, D*+ particles will be reconstructed using only the slow pion in the

decay D*+ -> K+ D0. This is illustrated in figure 1 for the semi leptonic decay B§ -» D*+ e~ ve

where a clear missing mass peak is observed when using only the lepton and the slow pion.

These high efficiency reconstruction techniques will enable also absolute branching ratio

measurements because of the large sample of tagged B0 decays.

On the Z^, several analyses will be performed, ranging from completely exclusive

channels to very inclusive ones. Dn or D*n peaks will yield only around 20 events per 106 b5

events, a factor 2 worse than yK Or \|/K7t channels. More promising is the method based on

inclusive \y reconstruction. The idea is to count the charge at the secondary vertex, the B vertex

itself in that case, to distinguish BJj from B+. It seems to be possible to reach a 80 % purity for

charged and neutral samples^!. This method does require a good microvertex detector but no

hadron identification. Conversely, exclusive semileptonic decays such as D*+ e~ (ve) require

complete charm reconstruction but are less demanding on vertex reconstruction. Samples of

~ 1000 events per 106 bB could be selected for B0 or B+ modest . For Bs and Ab, the first

glance could be provided by a few events obtained in background free modes like \|/ <|> or yA,

or by more inclusive correlations between leptons and D5 or baryons.

Let us precise what we mean by a good or a very microvertex detector. As an example,

we consider the Si vertex detector of ïhe Cern DELPHI experiment. In its present version

(fig. 2a), it comprises 2 layers of 25 \im pitch strips. Since this detector azimuthal leads to a

longitudinal precision equal to 10 % of the mean flight distance of a B meson we consider it a

good microvertex detector. A very good microvertex is correspond to the upgraded version of

this detector, foreseen in 1991, with now R-<p and R-z readout, three layers and smaller radius

for the first plane (fig. 2b). Only this version will allow charge counting at a secondary vertex

with a reasonable precision!5].
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HI - B -> U TRANSITIONS

The transition amplitude Vbu is a crucial element in the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, since

no CP violation can occur in the Standard Model if it is equal to 0. Therefore, we can proceed

in two steps : first gather evidence that Vbu is not 0, then measure it precisely. The experimental

techniques to achieve these 2 goals can vary widely and are not the same from machine to

machine.

The various methods are listed in Table 2.

The simplest method to prove that Vbu is not zero is certainly the exclusive reconstruction

of B mesons decaying is charmless final state such as n+ n~ or pp. Unfortunately, branching

ratios into two body modes are very small and present upper limits do not yet constraint Vbu

significantly.

The most promising method is still today the search for leptons past the charm end point

on inclusive semileptonic decays. Cleo^l already reported evidence for such an effect. This

method can only be applied at Y(4S) machines. When the luminosity will be sufficient,

exclusive b -» u semileptonic transitions such as B0 -» e~ 7T+ ve or B- —> e~ p+ ve will allow a

good measurement of Vbu-

On the Z0 peak, inclusive b —» u semileptonic decays will be searched using a powerful

microvertex detector to tag B decays with only 1 secondary vertex requiring that all tracks

coming from the semileptonic decay come from the same point. This method has the advantage

of being sensitive to all b -» u semileptonic decay but requires at least a factor 20 rejection of

charmed decay which can only be possible with a very good microvertex detector.

Another possibility is the observation on the leptonic decay B+ —» T+ ve whose branching

ratio is -ICh5. This can only be performed on Z0 machines where decay products of the 2 B

mesons are well separated.

On a asymmetric machine, the situation is ideal in the sense that both Y(4S) and Z0

approaches can be performed, but the required vertex precision is such that a large boost is

required.

IV - B° PHYSICS

The study of the properties of the B<] meson is a new and exciting field, almost totally

untouched up to now. While B§ mesons have never been reconstructed, some of its properties

are precisely predicted by the standard model and therefore need to be checked. The most

interesting one is of course, x s , the oscillation frequency between Bs and Bs, which should lie

around 1Ot7I. Such rapid oscillations can only be measured by observing the time evolution of

the Bs - B5 system, thus we will only consider 2 cases : an Y(4S) asymmetric machine and a

TP machine.



The measurement will proceed as follows :

(a) reconstruct at least partially a Bs (presumably through its semileptonic

decay Bs -> Ds Z ve )

(b) tag the other B to find out if it is a B or a B

(c) measure the proper lifetime for the Bs meson

(d) deduce xs from proper lifetime distributions with or without

observed mixing.

For point (a) and (b), experimental techniques should be very similar on both machines.

Ds exclusive reconstruction efficiency will always be low, due to the small branching ratios of

easily accessible modes (<)»t, K*K). An excellent calorimeter on a Y(4S) machine would be very

rewarding to increase this efficiency due to the large Ds branching ratios in modes involving

neutrals (T|JI, rj'Tc)t3I. Otherwise, one will have to rely on particle identification and tag as Ds

charm decays with 0 or 2 strange particles. In any case, it is not necessary to reach a pure

sample of Bs since the oscillation frequency should be very different for Bd and B8.

Tagging efficiency will rely as usual on leptons, exclusively reconstructed charmed

mesons or K* tagging, which can be performed on both machines with a comparable

efficiency, around 40 %.

Two quantities need to be measured to extract the proper lifetime : the B s energy and the

flight distance. On a Z° machine, the flight distance will be given by the distance between a well

measured primary vertex and the Bs secondary vertex which will be taken as the intersection of

the lepton and the totally or partially reconstructed Ds. This can be achieved with a precision of

f = — = 300 |j.m to be compared with the mean flight distance v ~ 2.2 mm. [This figure of

merit f = ~ 10 allows to be sensitive to xs up to 15]. A comparable result can only be achieved

on a asymmetric machine when the boost is sufficiently high grows almost linearly with the

bost since a is almost boost independent in the interesting range. Therefore, a minimum boost

is required to be sensitive to the high xs region (xs > 10) which is the favoured onet9l

It is important to realize that a combined measurement of Vj,u and xs gives access to the

CP violating phase in the standard model[5].

On a Z° machine, the B§ energy will not be directly measured since a missing neutrino

will always be present in the semileptonic decay method used here but it has been shownf5! than

replacing the exact Bs energy by its mean on value does not introduce a significant loss of

precision up to 2 or 3 lifetimes. Furthermore, this algorithm can be refined by taking into

account the amount of energy observed at the primary vertex which is strongly anticorrelated

with the Bjj energy.

In summary, the interesting xs range -between 10 and 20- can be covered with a Z^

machine provided its luminosity reaches 10 to 50 Mbb events.



Bs physics on a 10 GeV machine has to be performed on the Y(5S) resonance, whose

cross section is ~ 6 times smaller than Y(4S). It is not known yet how many Bsare produced at

the Y(5S) nor in which mode (Bs - Bs , B* - Bs or Bs - B*). Preliminary evidence by CUSBl10!

indicate however that this fraction could be high (- 30 %). The necessary running time on the

Y(5S) resonance would then correspond to the one needed to accumulate ~ 50 M bb on the

Y(4S).

V - C P VIOLATION

We will only discuss here CP violation effects in the decay B§ ( BJj ) —» f, where f is a

CP eigenstate mode such as yK° , n+ Jt - , D+ D - ,.•• Those decays have been recognized as

the most promising onesf11I.

The measurement will proceed as follows :

(a) measure a CP eigenstate

(b) tag the other side as B or B

(c) compare the time evolution of the system f-B and f-B.

Asymmetries up to 10-50 % could be observed. Therefore, 1000 such decays are needed,

which in turn correspond to roughly 10^ bb events.

No large differences are expected between the different machine types for points (a) since

CP eigenstates modes appear to be background free. The same is also true for point (b) as

mentioned in the preceding section.

Concerning point (c), the situation is very different for symmetric and asymmetric low

energy machines. Since no time evolution is visible for a symmetric machine at the Y(4S), one

has to rely on integrated measurements. It is now well known that no CP time integrated

asymmetry can be observed on the Y(4S), due to the initial quantum state L = - 1 of the 2 B

mesons. The best way out consists in changing the cm. energy from the Y(4S) to the B*B

threshold. In that case, the initial states is a L = + 1 state and time integrated measurements are

possible. However, there is a loss of ~ 4 due to the ratio of cross-sections between the Y(4S)

ad the B*B threshold.

The precision required on the time measurement asymmetric Y(4S) colliders is not very

stringent, since, in first approximation, it is sufficient to know which B decayed first. A figure

of merit, f = v/av , of 3 or 4 is therefore adequate, althrough a loss of sensitivity of a factor 2

has to be expected compared to a higher f, where a detailed fit to the time evolution can be

performedt12!- This will easily be done on a Z° machine, where the only problem consists in

accumulating between 100 and 500 M Z0 to reach the desired sensitivity.



CONCLUSION

We have seen the similarities between the physics program and the reconstruction

techniques of a Z° machine and a asymmetric Y(4S) collider. Their physics possibilities are

superior to an Y(4S) symmetric machine provided :

(i) their luminosity is comparable. The boost optimization of an asymmetric

machine depends essentially of the variation of the luminosity with the boost. If the luminosity

can be made boost-invariant, then it is clear that the optimum boost corresponds to pT between

.7 and 1, allowing the figure of merit f = v/Oy to lie between 5 and 10. Otherwise, a lower

boost will have to be chosen with a minimum value around .3, which will only allow CP

violation study to be performed and with an efficiency reduced by a factor ~ 2(13J.

For a symmetric Y(4S) machine, every effort has to be made to ensure a luminosity

around 1O34 cm-2 s -1. Only in that range, CP violation effects could be detected in the BB*

system.

(ii) the detector is optimized for an asymmetric configuration. This mean a state-of-

the-art microvertex detector, increased coverage in the forward region and good particle

identification. Emphasis will be less important on electromagnetic calorimeter since neutrals

cannot be tracked back to a secondary vertex.

For Z0 machines, the luminosity threshold is around 1O32 Cm-2S-1. It is now hoped that

in a few years. LEP will reach the luminosity and this enable a rich harvest in B physics

especially in B s physics. The present LEP detectors will have to be upgraded, that is equipped

with better microvertex detectors and smaller beam pipes. They all seem to be able to cope with

the increased event rate.

In summary, B physics in the next decade could well come from three different

machines : a symmetric Y(4S) machine with a luminosity between 1033 ad 1034 cra-V 1 , the

first asymmetric Y(4S) machine with a luminosity around 1O33 Cm-2S"1 and LEP with a

luminosity of 1032 Cm-2S-1. In this scenario, most aspects of the ambitious B physics program

discussed here will be very nicely covered.
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FIGURES

1 • Inclusive B0 -> D*+ e - ve ; D*" -» Jt+ D0 reconstruction.
(a) " D* " e missing mass at a symmetric machine or a low boost asymmetric machine.

"D* " is the kinematically reconstructed D* from the 7ts alone.
(b) " D* " e missing mass at an asymmetric machine (pT ~ 1), requiring detached Tt - e

vertex by 400 urn.

2 • Microvertex upgrade foreseen by the Delphi experiment.

3 • B s oscillations as they can measured at LEP (from [5]).
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